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[57] ABSTRACT 

A hygienic douche apparatus wherein a nozzle 
adapted for insertion into a vaginal passage and a co 
operating fluid holding container are provided. The 
container includes a separate compartment therein to 
hold a compound which is soluble in a fluid such as 
water and, when dissolved, forms a hygienic douching 
?uid. The compound includes an ingredient which re 
acts with water to evolve a gas to pressurize the con 
tainer and dispel the hygienic douching fluid through 
the nozzle. The compartment includes means operable 
from outside the container to initiate contact between 
the liquid and the compound. The apparatus is also 
adaptable to be used with an enema-type nozzle to 
provide a convenient readily dispensible enema. 

4 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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HYGIENIC DOUCHE SYSTEM 

This application is a division of co-pending applica 
tion Ser. No. 231,336, ?led Mar. 2, 1972, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,756,236, which application is a continuation-in 
part of copending application Ser. No. l97,848, ?led 
Nov. ll, I97], now US. Pat. No. 3,756,230. 
The present invention relates to hygienic douche sys 

tems and more in particular to an improved hygienic 
douche wherein the douching ?uid is ejected from a 
nozzle at a controlled pressure which is generated 
within the system itself. 

It has been found that the ideal pressure from the 
douche nozzle for most effective and safe cleansing ac 
tion during douching should be maintained below 
about 2 p.s.i. and most preferably about 1 to 1.5 p.s.i. 
Pressures in excess of this may cause harmful bacteria 
which may be present in the vaginal area to be ?ushed 
into the uterus and may increase the chance of infec 
tion. Too much pressure may also cause physical dam 
age as well. Consequently, it is recommended, when 
using the most popular type of douche apparatus, i.e., 
a bag to hold a douche solution with a tube leading 
from the bag to a nozzle, that the bag be held at shoul 
der height, approximately 23-24 inches from the noz 
zle. This results in a pressure head of about I p.s.i. 
However, it has been found, that due to the inconve 
nience of holding the bag at shoulder height when using 
a device such as this, most users hang the bag from the 
most convenient place available, which for a bathroom 
would be a shower rod, and thus develop a pressure 
head at the nozzle in excess of 2 p.s.i. 
Other types of douche apparatus utilize a collapsible 

bag which is manually compressed by the user to create 
sufficient pressure on the douche solution in the bag to 
eject the solution through the nozzle. With this type of 
apparatus, the same difficulty is also encountered in 
that there is no control of the precise pressure which is 
developed and typically more than the desired 1 to 1.5 
p.s.i. is developed by the user. 

Similar problems are inherent in devices presently 
used to administer enemas in that enema administering 
devices also fail to provide any effective and safe 
method of controlling the pressure at which the enema 
solution leaves the enema nozzle. 

In other types of douche apparatus, a pressurized 
container is utilized to eject the douche solution 
through a valve system leading to the ejection nozzle. 
While such devices are less cumbersome to use, no pro 
vision is made to control the pressure to a safe level and 
the valving systems are needlessly complex and expen 
sive to manufacture. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 

to provide a convenient, safe and effective apparatus 
which is adaptable to administer both douches and ene 
mas. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an apparatus to administer douches and enemas in 
which the release pressure of the douche or enema so 
lution is carefully maintained at a safe and effective 
level. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
' vide an apparatus to administer douches and enemas 
which is of simple and sturdy construction and ofa con 
venient size for storage and ready use. . 

It is a still further object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus to administer douches and ene 
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2 
mas which is exceedingly simple to use and which does 
not entail complicated or difficult procedures. 
These and other objects and advantages will be more 

readily apparent after consideration of the following 
specification and drawings: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view partly in section showing 

the apparatus of the present invention in a storage posi 
tion; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary elevational view partly in sec 

tion showing the nozzle in position and the apparatus 
in use; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line 3~3 of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along line 4-4 of 

FIG. 1; and 
FIGS. 5-7 are perspective views of various embodi 

ments of the powder envelopes which may be utilized 
in the present invention. 
With reference now to the drawings and particularly 

FIG. 1, there is shown the douche apparatus 10 of the 
present invention in a storage position including an 
open top vessel or container 12, preferably ofa molded 
plastic material, closed by a removable cap member 14. 
The container 12 includes a neck portion 16 which is 
open as at 18 and which is provided with an external 
screw thread form 20 adapted to cooperate with an in 
ternal screw thread form 22 in the lower portion 24 of 
cap member 14. 
The container 12 may be of any desired exterior 

shape for convenient storage and preferably includes a 
necked down portion 26 for easy grasping by the user. 
For the preferred embodiment of a douching or enema 
apparatus shown herein, dispenser container 12 may 
have an internal ?uid capacity of approximately one 
quart although it is to be understood that any ?uid ca 
pacity may also be provided if desired. 
The cap member, see FIGS. 2 and 4 as well, is also 

preferably of a molded plastic material and includes a 
top wall 28 which is integral with the depending lower 
portion 24 of cap member 14. The depending portion 
24 is provided with an internal screw form 22, as noted 
above, to cooperate with the threaded portion of the 
neck of container 12. Thus, when the cap 14 is thread 
ably engaged on container 12, the lower surface 30 of 
top wall 28 abuts against the upper edge 32 of con 
tainer 12 to seal the open top of the container and form 
a ?uid type barrier to retain liquid within container 12. 
A fluid passage 34 is provided through the cap mem 

ber 14 and is defined by an axially oriented cylindrical 
bore segment 36 which intersects with a laterally ori 
ented cylindrical bore segment 38 communicating with 
a fluid exit port 40 in portion 24 of cap 14. Thus. ?uid 
communication is provided between the exterior of the 
cap 14 and the interior of container 12. 

In use, see FIG. 2, the shank portion 42 of a douche 
nozzle 44 ?ts tightly within and is snugly retained in 
exit port 40 so that a continuous ?uid passage is pro 
vided from the interior of container 12 through the 
?uid outlet port 40 and through the nozzle 44. Nozzle 
44 is of standard construction and includes a central 
longitudinal ?uid passage 46 extending through the 
shank and into a bulbar portion 48 which includes lon 
gitudinal rib members 50 with a plurality of outlet aper 
tures 52 provided in the bulbar portion 48 between the 
raised rib members 50. 

Provision to store the nozzle within the container 
when the apparatus is not in use is also provided and 
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includes a plurality of arcuate extending segments 56 
(see FIG. 3) which depend from lower surface 30 on 
cap member 14 and which are spaced and oriented to 
fit snugly within the ?uid passage 46 in the shank 42 of 
nozzle 44. Thus, a friction fit is maintained between the 
depending segments 56 and the nozzle to snugly retain 
the nozzle in a storage position disposed within con 
tainer 12 when the cap member 14 is engaged thereon. 
To use the douche apparatus, cap 14 is removed from 

the container 12, nozzle 44 is withdrawn from its en 
gagement on the underside of cap 14 and inserted 
within outlet port 40 so that a continuous ?uid passage 
is provided from the interior of container 12 to the ?uid 
outlet apertures 52 in the bulbar portion of the nozzle. 
The shank 42 of the nozzle is adapted to fit snugly 
within outlet port 40 and to be tightly retained therein 
to preclude leakage of ?uid when the apparatus is in 
use. 

After cap 14 is removed from container 12, the con 
tainer is filled with a suitable liquid, such as water, and 
cap 14 is reassembled so that the water within con 
tainer 12 can react with a suitable compound which, 
when dissolved in water, provides an aqueous physio 
logically inert douche or enema solution. The com— 
pound also includes an effervescent ingredient to react 
with the water and generate a gas to pressurize the con 
tainer to drive the ?uid through the ?uid passage within 
cap 14 and then through the nozzle 44 and out the ?uid 
outlet apertures 52 therein. 

Accordingly, a compound receiving chamber is pro 
vided which is initially sealed against the ?uid within 
the container 12 but which can be selectively opened 
to allow the water within the container to react with the 
compound. 
Thus, cap 14 is provided with an integral housing 60 

depending from the underside 30 of wall member 28 of 
cap member 14. Housing 60 may be of any cross 
sectional configuration but for the embodiment shown 
herein is preferably rectangular in cross-section and in~ 
eludes opposed depending lateral side walls 62 joined 
to opposed depending longitudinal side walls 64. Walls 
62 and 64 along with surface 30 of cap 14 define an en 
closure 66 which is open at one end as at 68. 

Slidably disposed within enclosure 66 is a housing 70 
comprising opposed lateral side walls 72 intercon 
nected by opposed longitudinal side walls 74 and in 
cluding an end wall 76 integral with each of the pair of 
side walls 72 and 74. The outer periphery of housing 70 
is dimensioned to fit snugly within housing 60, for ex 
ample with a friction sliding fit, so that housing 70 may 
be readily moved with respect to housing 60. The side 
walls 72 and 74 are longer than side walls 62 and 64 of 
housing 60 and thus extend beyond the open end 68 of 
housing 60 and a removable end cap member 78 is pro 
vided to snugly telescope over the open end 80 of hous~ 
ing 70. Thus, the side walls 72 and 74 and end wall 76 
define a chamber 82 which is closed by end cap 78 to 
accommodate the douche compound, as will be ex 
plained more fully hereinbelow. 
A rod-like member 84 is formed integral with and ex 

tends from end wall 76 of housing 70 and is slidably dis 
posed within a through bore 86 in end wall 28 of cap 
member 14 and is provided with a contact button 88 on 
its free end. Pressure on the contact button 88 is trans 
mitted through the rod-like member 84 to housing 70 
to slide housing 70 relative to outer housing 60 from 
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4 
the position shown in FIG. 1 to the position shown in 
FIG. 2. 
End wall 76 of housing 70 is provided with a plurality 

'of ?uid access ports 90 and ?uid access ports 92 are 
also provided within the side walls 62 and 64 of housing 
60. In addition ?uid access ports 94 are provided in the 
side walls 72 and 74 of housing 70. The access ports 92 
and 94 are oriented so that when the housings 60 and 
70 are oriented in the position shown in FIG. 1 the 
lower portion of the side walls 72 and 74 are closed to 
?uid communication from within the container 12 by 
side walls 72 and 74 of the housing 70 and access ports 
94 are closed to ?uid communication by the side walls 
62 and 64 of housing 60. In like manner, access ports 
90 are closed to ?uid communication because of the 
juxtaposition of the end wall 76 against the end wall 28 
of cap member 14. 
When button 88 is depressed to move housing 70 to 

the position shown in H6. 2, end wall 76 is moved past 
the access ports 92 and access ports 94 are moved past 
the termination 68 of the side walls 62 and 64. Thus, 
?uid communication is afforded from the interior of 
container 12 to the interior of chamber 82 with the 
?ow of ?uid being through access ports 92 and 90 at 
one end of chamber 82 and through the now exposed 
access ports 94 at the other end of the chamber 82. 

Preferably, provision is made to abort the ?ow of 
douche solution once the reaction is started if it is 
found desirable for any reason to discontinue ejection 
of the solution through nozzle 44. Thus, an abort valve 
assembly 89 is provided within cap member 14 to di 
vert the ?ow of?uid from ?uid passage 34. Abort valve 
assembly 89 includes an access passage 91 affording 
?uid communication between passage 36 and the exte~ 
rior of the cap. A manually operated slide member 93 
having an aperture 95 therein is slidably disposed 
within a channel 97 within cap member 14 and is mov 
able from a ?rst position where the solid portion 99 of 
slide 93 effectively seals passage 91 to a second posi 
tion where the aperture 95 is in register with passage 91 
to afford ?uid communication between the interior of 
container 12 and the exterior through passage 91. 
Because passage 91 when it is open to ?uid commu 

nication provides a shorter unrestricted ?ow path for 
?uid dispelled from container 12, ?uid will have a ten 
dency to ?ow out passage 91 rather than out passage 
38 and nozzle 44. Hence, once the reaction is initiated 
and slide 93 actuated from its blocking position to its 
?uid passage position, ?uid will be diverted from its 
normal path through nozzle 44 to the abort valve pas 
sageway 91. 
According to the present invention, the ingredients 

which when dissolved in a liquid such as water to form 
an aqueous solution are packaged in an envelope and 
are premeasured to react with a predetermined quan 
tity of water, for example one quart of water. Included 
in the ingredients within the envelope is an ingredient 
to provide a cleansing action for douching and, also, an 
ingredient to provide an effervescent effect to build up 
the internal pressure within container 12 to completely 
eject the volume of liquid in the containerthrough the 
nozzle 44. Necessarily, this ingredient releases a physi_ 
ologically inert gas when reacted with water and the ef 
fervescent effect should preferably be sufficient to 
completely dispense the volume of water stored in con 
tainer l2 and maintain between 1 to 115 p.s.i. pressure. 
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While it is to be understood that many ingredients 
may be selected to provide the cleansing function for 
douching, it has been found that granulated sodium bi‘ 
carbonate is particularly effective as a light douche so 
lution and anhydrous citric acid when dissolved in 
water in the presence of sodium bicarbonate has been 
found to be particularly effective to provide the effer 
vescent effect. For the illustration ofthe present inven 
tion described herein, where the volume of water 
within container 12 is approximately one quart, it has 
been found that the combination of ingredients made 
up in the ratio of about 5.88 grams of sodium bicarbon 
ate to 7.35 grams of citric acid provides a desirable and 
effective douche solution which releases gas when re 
acted in water to fully dispense one quart of water at 
the desired pressure and have sufficient gas pressuriza 
tion to provide a gas “blow by" after all the ?uid has 
been ejected from the container. 

It has also been found that to avoid problems associ 
ated with compacting the two ingredients into a single 
tablet or capsule and also to prolong the shelf life of the 
compounds to avoid the propensity of the sodium bi 
carbonate to absorb moisture from the citric acid, it is 
best to segregate the sodium bicarbonate from the cit 
ric acid. Accordingly, the envelope package containing 
the ingredients is provided with means to segregate one 
compound from the other. 

Also, in order to maximize the speed of the reaction 
and completely dissolve the sodium bicarbonate and 
the citric acid means must be provided to ensure rapid 
and complete contact of the ingredients by the water 
within container 12. 
With reference to FIG. 5, wherein there is shown one 

embodiment of the packaged envelope for the ingredi 
ents of the present invention, it is seen that the enve 
lope 100 comprises three panels 102, I04 and 106 of 
a paper membrane, for example tea bag paper such as 
9% Berkshire heat-sealed paper, grade 1069 made by 
Kimberly-Clark, or the like, which are heat sealed 
around a substantial portion of the perimeter, as at 108, 
to form a pouch having two compartments 110 and 
112. One of the ingredients, such as sodium bicarbon 
ate. is placed in one pouch 110 and the other ingredi 
ent, such as citric acid, is placed in the other pouch 112 
and the open side 114 of the envelope is then closed, 
for example with a water soluble cement, to form the 
completed partitioned envelope which may be suitably 
packaged with a number of prepared envelopes for use. 
An important factor in controlling the speed of the 

reaction and the maximum pressure attainable to dispel 
the liquid is to control the rate of contact between the 
ingredients and the water when chamber 82 is open to 
liquid communication. In the embodiment described 
hereinabove such control is accomplished by limiting 
the size of opening in side “4 of envelope 100. Thus, 
the size of the opening is selected to allow for a con 
trolled reaction rate between the ingredients and the 
water so as to avoid immediate total contact between 
the ingredients and the water yet provide sufficient 
contact to sustain a controlled rate of reaction. 
An additional factor to be considered is that the pre 

ferred membrane for envelope 100, Le, tea bag paper, 
has the property of being initially water porous but 
once wet the paper resists water flow therethrough. 
Hence, upon contact of envelope 100 by the water 
there is an initial ?ow of water through the membrane 
to initiate the reaction but after the membrane is com 
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6 
pletely wetted substantially all conatct between the in 
gredients within envelope 100 and the water occurs 
through the open side 114 of the envelope after the 
water soluble bond has dissolved to permit the enve 
lope to open. 
As noted above to use the apparatus of the present 

invention, cap 14 is removed from container 12 and the 
container ?lled with water. The nozzle 44 is inserted 
within the outlet port 40, the housings 60 and 70 are 
positioned as shown in FIG. 1 to preclude ?uid ?ow to 
the interior chamber 82, end cap 78 is removed from 
its telescoped position over housing 70, an envelope 
100 with the ingredients in separate compartments 110 
and 112 is placed in chamber 82 and end cap 78 placed 
thereover to ensure a ?uid tight seal. Screw cap [4 is 
then engaged over container 12 and the apparatus is 
ready for use. No reaction occurs until actuating button 
88 is depressed to move the interior housing from the 
position shown in FIG. 1 to the position shown in FIG. 
2 to allow water from within container 12 to enter 
chamber 82. 
The water upon contacting the ingredients within en 

velope 100 through the porous membrane begins to 
react to evolve carbon dioxide. Water contacting enve 
lope 100 also dissolves the cement bond along side 114 
of the envelope and the gas pressure building up within 
the envelope opens the mouth of the envelope to allow 
more intimate and full contact with the water which is 
now completely flooding chamber 82 to ensure com~ 
plete dissolving of both the sodium bicarbonate and the 
citric acid to maximize the efficiency of the reaction 
and ensure that the liquid within container 12 is com~ 
pletely dispensed. 
With reference now to FIG. 6, an alternate construc 

tion for the envelope 1000 is shown. Construction of 
the envelope 10011 is similar to the envelope 100 shown 
in FIG. 5 in that three porous membrane panels 102a, 
104a and 1060 are joined to form separate compart 
ments 110a and H211 and after the compound is placed 
in the respective compartments the three panels are 
joined by a heat seal 108a around their periphery. In 
order to ensure sufficient intimate contact between the 
powdered ingredients and the water the membranes 
102a and 106a are perforated with a plurality of small 
perforations 116. The perforations 116 are sufficiently 
small so that the powdered ingredients within the enve 
lope l00a are contained within the envelope but are 
sufficiently large to ensure adequate water penetration 
to the interior of the envelope to completely react with 
the ingredients and to allow ?ow of liquid through the 
membrane. 
With reference now to FIG. 7 an alternate embodi 

ment is shown wherein the envelope 100!) comprises 
separate pouches 120 and 122 to provide compart 
ments 11017 and “lb for the ingredients. Pouches 100 
and 122 may be joined along a common panel, as at 
124, and one of the separate pouches 122 is provided 
with an extending ?ap member 126 which is folded 
over the adjacent pouch I20 and bonded thereto by a 
small dab of water soluble cement 128. Thus, when the 
envelope 1001) comes in contact with water, the initial 
contact of the water with the ingredients in pouches 
"0b and [12b releases sufficient gas to open the flap 
126 after the dab of water soluble cement l28 has been 
dissolved. With flap 126 forced open by the escaping 
gas, intimate contact of the liquid with the powdered 
ingredients within the envelope l00b is assured. 
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The present invention provides an apparatus to ad 
minister a hygienic douche or enema in a manner 
which is safe and simple and wherein the pressurization 
of the douche or enema solution can be controlled 
below a predetermined maximum level without requir 
ing any attention or control of the user. In addition, the 
apparatus is convenient to use in that the apparatus 
may be prepared for use by enclosing a package of in 
gredients in a sealed chamber and no reaction occurs 
until the user activates the apparatus. Once activated 
the reaction proceeds rapidly and the full contents of 
the liquid container are dispelled without requiring any 
complicated valving or control by the user. 
While a preferred embodiment has been described 

herein in which an ingredient such as sodium bicarbon 
ate to perform the cleansing function is included as part 
of the ingredients to be utilized in chamber 82 it is ex< 
pressly understood that the cleansing ingredient could 
be omitted from the ingredients utilized in chamber 82 
and a liquid solution of sodium bicarbonate or any 
other suitable physiologically inert solution may be 
added as a solution to container 12. ln that event only 
one ingredient such as citric acid need be provided in 
chamber 82 to pressurize the container once contacted 
by the water to dispel the solution. 

Additionally, as noted above, the rate of the reaction 
to dispel the liquid contents completely from container 
12 and the maximum pressurization attainable are de 
pendent upon several factors. A primary factor is the 
rate at which the liquid contacts and dissolves the pow 
dered ingredients. This can be controlled by use of a 
membrane envelope which allows for a controlled rate 
of contact between the liquid and the powdered ingre~ 
dients as described above or, alternatively, could be 
controlled by limiting the liquid ?ow path into chamber 
82. 

in this alternative method the size and number of the 
?uid access ports into chamber 82 are limited so that 
water ?oods chamber 82 to react with the ingredients 
at a controlled rate. Since the rate of liquid ?ow into 
chamber 82 is limited the ingredients need not be in an 
envelope but may be placed within chamber 82 in loose 
form, for example by emptying a premeasured packet 
of ingredients into the chamber. Thus, the ingredients 
may by packaged in a moisture resistant package and 
emptied into chamber 82 prior to use. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A package adapted to hold at least two separate 

ingredients which react in a liquid to evolve a gas, said 
package comprising, 

a plurality of liquid porous membranes joined along 
at least a substantial portion of the peripheral ex 
tent of the package to form at least a pair of sepa 
rate ingredient pouches, 

predetermined quantities of said one ingredient and 
the other of said ingredients being disposed sepa 
rately in said respective pouches, and 

said package including means separate from the liq 
uid porous property of said membranes to provide 
for controlled dissolved solutes mixing to cause re 
action and forming of gas over a short period of 
time when said package is submerged in a liquid to 
insure a complete and rapid reaction between said 
ingredients and said liquid. 

2. A package as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
means to provide controlled dissolved solutes mixing to 
cause reaction and forming of gas over a short period 
of time between said ingredients and said liquid com 
prises water soluble sealing means applied to at least a 
portion of the remainder of the peripheral extent of the 
package and wherein when said package is submerged 
in a liquid said water soluble sealing means dissolves 
and the pressure of said gas evolved by the reaction of 
said ingredients opens said package along the remain 
der of the peripheral extent of the package to admit 
sufficient quantity of said liquid into said package to 
ensure complete and rapid dissolution of said ingredi~ 
ents. 

3. A package as defined in claim 2 wherein one of 
said pouches is provided with a flap foldable over the 
other of said pouches in at least a portion of the re 
mainder of said peripheral extent and said ?ap is 
bonded to said other pouch by a water soluble bonding 
medium. 

4. A package as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
means to provide controlled solutes mixing between 
said ingredients and said liquid comprises a plurality of 
punctures through said membranes to allow for a con 
trolled ?ow of liquid through said membranes to 
contact and dissolve said ingredients therein. 

* * * >l? * 


